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Community and Organizational.Determinants of Press PerTormance:

Secondary Analkses of the New England Survey Data

ABSTRACT
./

Data gathered as part of a media criticism project involving, 109 NeW England
- ,

daily newspapers 4n 1973 _We're reanalyzed to deterMine community and or anizational.

Aeterminants of press performance. The reanalykes'mandatedontent analysis
, 4

of essays written_about the region's press to obtain empirical iindicants of pres.1

performance.

The-findings suggest that.minagement decisions are significantlY rela"ted to

newspaper performance in seVeral ways'. The number and kind of editorial staff

members hired, their training and experience; and the salary given,them all pre-
/

dict to press performance. In addition, those newspapers which participate in

professional seminars and workshops as well as those which invest in self.-study

are better papers than those which do not. The large papers,- those wi.th laige .

dews holes to fill, mnd those which arc part of large media corpo ations are
. .

i

better newspapers, than those with small circulations, with smallnews tidies,

and with independent ownership. &

. T /
Th

W

ere is ly limite

4

evidence the community is a stimtilating or restrict-,

ing force )-in producing a ood newspaper. Better educated and more divSrse com-

munitics do hSve better papers. But growth, size and riltail sales a4 not

V'srelated to performance. Nor is family income.



, Community and Organizational Determinants of Press.Performance:.

Secondary Analyses, of the New England Survey Data -

One of the crucial questions fon9commUniction scholars and professionals

eoncern the factors which mdko one newflmper a strong, competent force within
1

its community and another a 4elik, negative influence in its locale. The.ques-
.

tion lies at;the heart of press criticism,both within and without the field of

communication, and its answer is centr al toLan understanding of the role of

mass-communication ir4a modern society.
1 Yet relatively little empirical re-,

search has beep brought to near on,this question.

The eneWed interest h sociologists. Old journalistic,researchers in com-

municator studies is a healthy trend which haS important implications for press

1 0"

evaluation research. .The niormative da a gathered hy Johritone, Slawski and

Bowman is exti*mely valuable for an unde:anding oftWe professional values,

sociologicarback'grounds arid, to.some working environments of the prac-

ticing journalist.
2

And, as a recent review of related.resoarch hy Rohinson

indicates, these data provide the beginning ,empiricalbase for theories of

31

coMillunicator performance. 1
But these studies examine only part.of the picture.

They db not focus toany 'significant degree on ilifferences=within communication

__-

organizations which drastically affecti journalistic pereOrmance or on community

4 influences on journalistic behavior. As such, these studies-provide a restricted

thougS significant, perspeCtive on press performance.
. ,

4r .

t10

Research.which-has focused on the functioning media organization is severely

limited, aS a recent review by StemPel indicates.
4

Most of the researth of this

4



type has examined press performance only ia a specific taSknational political

coverageand done so with restricted samples and ideosyncratic methodologies.

The resAlt is that we know little about the factors important for understanding

press perfdrmance on a day-to-day basis within the communities the institutions ,

claim they serve.

Mass Communications Theory

The dirth of empirical research on press rformance is particularly strik-

ing given the central'role of the media in mass)ommuNcation theorizing.

Lasswell's functionalist perspective .on'the press posited that the media per-
.

form in.ways to better serve the communities in which they'opérate.' Wrighf

and DeFleur and Ball-Rokeach, among others, have extended thaC framework into

the modern setting.
6

Wright partitularly argues for analyses in whPch the inter-'

relationships of the communication and other community institutions are eXamined

in an effort to understand tibw the performance of the media is influenced by and

influences the other institutions.

.

Assumptions about the functions of the media for society also underlie the

HUtchins Commisscon Reyort on Freedom of the Press which sought to define, flie

responsibilities of the- media to their communities.
7 The normative values re-

peated in introductory journalism texts and by instructors usiage-those texts

make,assumptions about press performance as well. The data base supporting

these assumptions A-Out press evaluations and performance is slender.

5
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The New England Daily Newspaper-Survey

-

One of the more ambitious projects in press criticism evei-, the 1973 New

Engranditaily Newspaper Surveylwas sponsorecrby the New England Daily Newspaper'

Association, the New England Society of Newspaper Editors and the regional chap-
,

ter of Sigma Delta Chi. Under the direction of Loren Ghiglione, editor and

publisher of The Evening NeWs'of.Southbridge, Mass., the surVey gathered'data

on the 109 daily newspapers published in'the six-state New England region.
8

The cornerstone of the New England Survey was a set of critiques of at least

2,500 words written for every.daily newspaper in the region. The:critiques, pre-

pared by 13 journalists, were based on.an eXamination in Janilary and February of

1973 of six weeks' issues of the papers, interviews with the editors and publish-

ers of the papers, and other information gaihered'from editors and other employ-
.,

ees regarding editorial policies and newsroom practices. The evaluators were

chosen with four criteria in mind: (1) knwledge of New England papers, (2)

independence.from potential Conflicts of interest, (3) diversity of background,

and (4) reputation for responsible journalism and a,concern for the ivess. Both

academia and the working preis were represented. *

The Survey attempted to applg, he.same standards to all newspapers, k eping

in mind differences in the newspapers' zirculation, financial resources, pe son-
.

nel and obiectives. 'copy editors for the SzIrvey rviewed each evaluative essay

in an effort to guarantee uniformity of criteria.

In addition to these essays, the Survey gathered information from the Census'

Bureau and other sources on each of the neWspapers in the study. These ddta,-as

6
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well as much of the statistical information on staff.size and news operations

obtained from the interviews, were published as an appendix to the critiques

Or essays.;

Through publication of these essays and backgroUnd data, those directing

the Survey-hoped to improve press.performanee in New England. "(T)here are

aspects of the press that cannot be adequately evaluated," Ghiglione wrote in

the overview to the essays, "until Someone systematically eiamines all the

papers of a state or region."
9 Through this systematic examination, it was

felt, the press af the region could learn enough of its failings to make improve-

4

ments.

Creating Performance Scores

'While the New England Survey data provide an unusual opportunity for regional

exa ination of the forces that influence newspaper perfozmance, systematic analy-.

ses

) , ,

could not be performed until the evirator's essays wereAransformed into

10
some numeric-cod___After this. conversion of the essays into

,

an evaluation
_

score, the relhtionships between performance and community and organizational,)

variables could be studied. Many indicatles of potential-community inflUencec

and organizationa ,and management activities were available,in the background

data provided for Isach newspaper in the study.

The Survey-evaluators were instructed to examine six criyria of perfor-
_-

mance: (1) governmental coverage at evuy level, including Gritical examination

oC Operati ns; (2) stories about quality of liffe.and the human fabric of the

community; (3) balaiice oF.presentation of local, and international

news; (4) effectiveness'and attractiveness of pr:yntatioti; (S) editorial stands,

particularly on 1°47411 issues; and (6) integrity of management.



S.

-

Preli'minary content analyses ot the cvaluatiVe egsays showed cltsiderable

overlap in use of the first three criteria. It.was possible to digtinguish,

however, between comments made by the evaluators about the existence of various

kipds.of news stories, such.as those based on routinercoverage of meetings and

those based on initiative and investigation, and evaluations of the thorough-

4

css and completeness Of these kinds of stories. The comments Were found ,..
'-,

tO cut across eath of the first three criteria established for the evaluators.

. Based on this preliminary content analysis, the'evaluatotcComments were

grouped into five general types. Each group contained a varia e number of spe-

cific stories or bchaviors_aboUt which the evaluators made comment. (Tilt groups

and specifics:

1. News ExistenceThose cvaluatorsomments showing evidence.of routine

coverage of meetings and official government activity: initiative or invostiga-

.e1.
tive pieces, stories providing ldbal'perspective tc:, prominent state, national or

t

international events, locally produced stories on state or regional news, stories
.

.of particula; interest to speciality and minority-groups, usineis stories) sports

stories, consumer pieces, and stOries of particular\inter t to women.
fr4

0
2. News Evaluat4onEvaluator comments about the tJLQr9ghpess and balance

of stories listed fn group 1.

3: Editorial PageEvaluator comments showing evidence Ofcomment on local,-

state and national',issuis and endorslcmcnts for local, state and national govern-
,

ment ffices, balance of editorial columnists, and summary slatements about pre-
,

sentation and quality of argumentation.

Li
4. EthicsEvOuator commehts'on existence of regulations governing the

nopel?rnalistic activities of editorial employees, involvement of publishers

44k
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and top editorial employees in such'adtivities, accOmmodations made to advertisers,

nd use of correCtions. for published-errors.

S. NewsTresentatioa--Evaluator_Comtents-On quality of wrAing, editing,

tyPography and layout, photography,Jpicture use, headline's', and selection of and

play of ;tories.

It Was. possible' tO cocie.all of the.abOve'evaluatOr coftents in one of two

ways: (1) whether there was little, some or iegular evidence of the behavior

*Or story type, and (2) whether.the comments were generally negative,$mixed, or

generally Positive. While few evaluative essays contained all.the iformati)on

specified for each type, the preliminary analysis.showed.most evaluators made

some comments. abouf some items in each grouping.
/

A final index, termed thc OverAll,Evaluatioa and obtained from the content

analysis of the evaluative essays, rated cach paperwn a point scale based
0!

on whether the oVer.:all comments:were highly negative, mostly negative, mixed,

mostly positive or higffly positive.
,

,.

The essays were randomlyjassigned to the three authors, who ndependently,

read_the essays and coded the informationcontaimed in them according to the ,

above scheme. Ten of the essays were rea ,y all thiee readers,:producing an

over-ill reliabaity'coefficient of . 74. i The,Over-All Evaluation reliability

,

score was slightly higher _84.

After the content analysis of the essays, sres fo:0 each of the fiv'e cate-

gory types and the Over-All Evnluation wen created. Thc five category scores
0,

14
100 based- on an averaging of thescores for th.e'individual informatdon avai lable-

in each group.

9 vtl.
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7.

Copmunity Variables

The data provided by'iiie Survey were supplemented with others available

from Editor & Publisher source bOOks. From these data, eight measures were

created:

,
Community Size--1973 census'estimates from the community in which the daily

was published..
-

Community Growth--1970 to 1973 shifts in population for the community.

Market Growtho--1970 to 1972 shifts in popt,!3ation in primary market area

of the daily.

4- Retail Sales--estimated retail sales in
o

Median School-Yearsthe average number

bers.of the community for 1970.

the community for 1972.
-

of school. yea completed by mem-

Family Income--mean annual income for 1976.

Religious Diversity--the extent of mix in the home cmmuni,ty, with communi-

tics with one predominant religion scored low in diversi-ty.

Newspaper Competition--a score based on the evaluator's comments on competi-

tiveness of the ewspaper environment.

With th xception of tht final variables, little analysis haS been done.

regardint the potential influences of these forces on newspaper performance.

Yet large communities are often thought to produce better papers than small ones,

_ .

and growing commu4ties better papers than declining ones. Retail.strength of

.t;); ..-q?--
,

.

the community also shroOd be positively I,elated to peyformance since itois an,

indiCator of the financial resources the paper can tap. Educ tion, income and

religious diversity indicate something about the audience of tff newspaper.

41
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Higher educated and higher-ranging socio-economic grOUPs Would be expected to

demand more of the, papers, ieading to better performance. The diversity.of the

t

community in terms of religion-and ethnic factors also might Produce more, incen.-
. .

tive for a forceful press..
0

The existent research on media competition isjmivd. Studies have indicated

that newspapers in noncompetitive situationseseem to have as much of.the conti.=

C'dence of their'auaiences and perform,as well aS counterparts in m 6 competitive

11
situations. Stempel, however, found that competition was associated with 'bet-

_

ter newspaper performance when competition-Was defined-An terms of cros-media

owne hips.
12

The SteMpel data are more supportive of the common.concern with
. 13

monopoly ownership, illustrated by the Commission on Freedom of the Press report.

Competition is.expected to be related positively.tO performance in the.New

England data,

Or anizati dl Variables.
.1

.

.

...

In addition to the iniorm on in the New Entlay study on community factor4.

/ ..,
.

likely' to influence press perforMance, a number of meisbres of what the news-
. ,

p4pers did in t eir normal course of operatio weroTavailablbe. Some additional-

tdata were obta ed from Editor & Publisher source books.-The, following measures

.,_

were used:

9

News-11itori.1 Staff--the number of people in-a full-time capacity

a
on the staff during the period of tfie study.

*
Part-Time News-Editorial. St ff--the number of persons working for the paper

in no4-full time slots, excluding stringei-s and area correspondents.
ga!,



Total News-Editorial Staff--the total number,of hourS worked'by ful.1 and

part-time staff, excluding correspondents and stringers, divided,bjr.the nuipber
A

of hours a fUll-time week. This measure is not necesSarkly identical to the,

sum of the preceding two measures becauso/of overtime hours and other similar
,

9.

factors.

Women on News-dYtoria1 Staff--number of full or part-time.women staffers...

Women Not on Womeris Page on News-Editorial Staff--number of women working

For news-editorial gtaffs not part of the.WOmen's page operation.

Spanish and Blac s on the News-Editori,d1 Staffnumberof full or pdrt-time

,
. ,

Spanish-surnamed and b ack staffers.

Starting Salary Without Experience--the actual weekly figure for a reporter
\---

wItliout previous news experience..

Sala --the'gighest salary a newseditorial staff Nmber can obtain.

,Yearf to Reach Tr Warythe number of yea's a staffer iffust spend on a

paper to he eligible for the top salary.

S'iaff furnoverthe percentage of turnover for news-editorial employees "for
. %

1972. Thig was -calculated'by.dividing the-number of full-time employees as of

1972, into fhe'number of employees that left the paper during illai year.
,

. .
.ducaticin and Experience of Retent Employees--the acaaemic,backgPound and

4 11' 74
experience of ttie last three reporters. hired. Each of the three employees was.--......,\)

1

scored for these analyges according to level of education and-experience, apd

the average of this score for 1)p,l_three employees .used here.

A

Staff Unionizationexistence or non-existence of.a union repres.enfing
.

thecinews-editorlak staff. - The measure was scored.in the follotliips warfor these
,

t

,,

allalyses.: 1=no, 2=yes.i:

-k !

t 1( 1 2

1(
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Ilk

Professional Participation of the Staff in Outside Organizationsthe number

. of orgnnizapons in which the neweditorial staff participates.. Organizations

accepted as-aprropriate include tiwAmerican Press Institute, the Society of'
1

Pxofessional Journalists, and the Associated Press Managing Editors as well as
4

many other similar national and local organizations.

Content Survey in the Last Five Years--whether the papers had studied the

judgments of their audiences regarding news cohent in the last five yearS. This

Aeasure was coded: 1=no, 2=yes.
4 '

$

Percent of Expenditures for.News-Editorial Operations--percentage of total
lag

expenses 4n 1972 for news operations.

Average Size of News lloleestimated amount of space devoted to news in

the average paper. This was figured by multiplying the average number of pages

per issue in 1972 by the percentage of non-advertising copy in such issues. The

latter figUre was obtained for the Survey report from a content analysis of a

Tuesday aqd a Friday newspaper during a given week.

Type of Ownership--size of o nership system. For these analyses this mea-

sure was scOred: l=single paper ow , 2=small chain, 3=large chain. (Large
4

chaiir included Dow Jones, Gannett, N house, Thompson; small chain included other

corporate gr more than one paper.)

Publisher's Profitahil4 Estimateianking hy the paper's management of

the financial position of the paper. The management used the following scale:

1=struggiiing, 2=hreaking even or better, 3=moderately profitable, 4=very pros-

perous.

Advertising Revenues--estimate of revenues netted from advertising. This

was computed using the following formula: advertising revenues = (depth of page)

1 3



Xo(advei-tising rate) X (number of coluMn's per page) X (average number of pages
A

per issue, in-1972) X (percentage of advertig1ng copy). The'first three terms
4

in the formula were obtained from Editor & Publisher Yearbook; the latter from

the published data in the Survey. The index was aomputed to strengthen the in-.
,

L. ,formation available On operating capital. Stone has found that advertising

revenue is very highly correlated to overall revenue, and that Published adyer-

-ao 14
tising rates can be used to form refiable indicants Of.advertising revenues:

o

Daily -Circulation--ctrculation reported for 1972.

Sunday Edition Published--existence or non-extence of a Sunday paper.

This measure was coded: 1=no, 2=yes.

As was true for most of the community variables, little research has been

conducted using organizational variables in studies of press performance. It

is possible, however, to formulate various expectations for the relationships

between each of the above variables and perfoicance based on common sense and

accepted viewpoints of newspaper operations.

Eacli of the news-staff size variables is expected.to be positively related

to performance. Editors and publishers are often heard to lament that if only

they hatmore bodies, they could turn out a better paper. Those papers with

large manpower resources, then, should produce the best papers. Women and

minorities also should be instrumental in producing better papers.. These

persons provide the nee* insight for serving a community better, ,and papers

whiallike hired them should benefit. The beginning and top salary measures

are indicants of the rewards the management pi.Ovides its reporters; as such,

they should predict positively to performance. The nuMber of years it takes

14
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1'

to achieve the top salary, for the same reasons, should gpedict to poor perfor-

.

fiance. Turnover is an indicant of am inability to keep good staffers and should

,have an adverse effect on performance.'
/1

While salary indicatbs bile rewards offered, the uStiion and experience

of recent Staff additions are indications of the nature,of the raw manpower resources

being brought tO the paper. Paper's hiring,bettert-trained reporters and other

editorial stdffers ought to produce better products. Unielization lAo should

lead to a better produci, in the iiew of many, since it protects tbe.vditorial

personnel frourmanagement attack and provides professional incentives, and goals.

The participation of the,yaff in outside professional activities should result

in n better prOduct as Well.

,3141-4nee surveys are a wily of learning about the success of the product.

formation obtained from them should help the management create a better news-
*

paper. Expenditures for news-editorial activities and size of news hole used
'uk

for copy also should be positively relatedado performance.

The measures of ownership, publisher's profitability and advertising revenue

all indicate the financial and management resources of a paper. Since eopaper

without a sound financial base can continue, these arc necessary for prodUction'

of a sound editorial product. These measures, then, should show positive rela-

tionships with performance. 'The final two measures also indicate resoure'es,

though of a less specific Nature. Circulation in related to revenue available.

The same is true for Sunday operations. Despite the fact that the.New Fngl4nd
4

Survey dealt only with daily newspapers, revenue from the Sunday edition is a

factor which needs to be taken into consideration.

1 5
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The Sample

13.

Since the three Boston newspapers, The Christian Science Monitor, The Globe,

and The Herald-American, were so different from other papers in terms df resources

and scope, they were dropped from the analyses reported here. The remaining daily

newspapervin New England included, though data on several joint opdrations,
, -

. .

sudli as those in Providence, were merged to form a single.unit for these alnalyses.

The final number of units studied, then, was 100,)anging in daily ciyulation'A.
from slightly over 181000 to slightly over 212,000. All data are.based only onl .

the daily operations of the papers, in keeping with the original focus of the New

Engldnd SurVey.,

* Complete data are not avalable for all 100 newspapers used for the second-

ary analyses. Sleven New England papers refused to cooperate in the

original *study, and man hers provided orly partial answers to many of the

questions asked. Evaauators did write essays about all papers in the region,

however, and for most papers near-complete data records are available.

Though the 100 papers do represent a nearly complete census, the data- are

apalyzed here using inferential statistics. Since the real purpose of the

secondary analyses is to study deteiminants of press performance in-a general

sense, the New England papers can b# thought of as a sample of those to whith we

wish to generalize.

liesuVs

Table 1 shows the relationships among the various measures of press per-

formanle obtained from the content analyses ofrthe evaluative essays. The

16
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Ethics index is not presented in Ta61e .1 flor'used in subsequenaealyses b2,cause
. -

( . . .

'of the small amount of informatton provided in the essays on thi aspect of pr s

performance. In part this failing-resulted from the unwilli.ngness f many 017 the

newspaper managers to provide the information; for the 11 papers.that did not
f

allow staff interviews, almostno data on ethi'cs as'available. .

,The OveslAll Evaluation measure is shown firs in Table 1. It shows. 11114
1/44,

... - `I correlations with all four of the individual indic S;, the lowest correlation is.

'with the Editorial Page score, suggestingithat t evaluators general _impressions

of the papers were more affecte&by news than editorial operations. In general,
..._

441R

.fhe evaluaiicfns of the editorial page show more independence of the otWer indices

in Table 2 than any other single index. Tftse findings indicate at least some

k of the papers in the sample weie good in the editorial area and not in the neWs,,,,1

arca or,vice versa. BUt the over-all pattern is for a relationship between all*

aspects of newspaper performance.

The bottom row dn Table 1 shows the relationship between the-Summed Index

and each of its parts. The Summed Index was created by summing each of the other

indices in Table I. Because of the higher reliability of the Over-All Evaluation:

and its theoretical importance, it was given roughly double weighting in the

Summed Index. Only this latter variable is used in subsequent tables, and analyses.

Table 2 shows the relationships hetween the vrous measures of community

variables and press performance. Despite the common.notion that commuities teve

an important restraining.and instigating influence on the communicatiom medih

within them, Table 2 does nOt show .that to be the case. Nejther size of the

community nor either of the two indices of community growth are related to

17
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IS.

performance; the papers from smaller, sitrint communities are as iikely to per-

form well for theiT commubities as those from larger or more dynamic ones.

While amount gilt retaiq sales does show i correlation in the predicted di-
e

reCtion, this variable al. 's not sikgnificantly related.to press performance.

jhe education of the communi y, however, does'show th71 expected relationgNip arid

of a significant magnitude. Communities with better educated members are served
om,

hy hotter newspapers. The indicant of ilndividuaf,wealth, Family Income, shows

a nonsignificant, negative relationship-to performance.

The indicant 6f Community diversity, Religious Diversity, is positively

.

related to newspaper performancv. Those communities diverse in'religious mem-
.- .

bersip or affiliation are served by.better newspapers. To\the extent the re-

ligious measure is a surfogate for potentially more important ethnic and socio-

iecdhomic factors, this is aTV important and easi y interpretable finding. With-

out the stimulation Lsulting from such diversity', a community's newspaper is r4/7

not stipulati'd to perfow up to par. ,

The amount Qf newspaper competition in ttie community is nOt significantly

related to performance, though the relationship is positive. This can he inter-
*

preted as additional support for Stempel's position that competition must be

IS
considered in more general terms, cutting across media. Competition as me.a-

sured here only dealt with that resUfting from other newsopers.

While the endings in Table 2 suggest community factors are not as impor-
.

tent determinants of press performance as had been 4 with only one-

. . .

fourth of the relationships significant at traditional levelg4b, Table 3 presents

a different picture. It is fairly clear that decisions the management makes

are important determinants ofhow the institution performs.

18
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A

While only the first of the three news-editorial stuff variables in Table 3

shows a significant correlation with performance, all fit:: correlations are

relatively large and in the expecied direction. If Managemeni decides to invest

in a large staff, or at least a large number of staff hours, the newspaper per-

forms better than if that decision is not made.

There also is considerable evidence in Table .3 that having women on the

staff is'a factor which is related to a high level of petformante. It to

maTrlittle whether the women are in traditional or nontraditional roles; if

)

)they are on tKe staff, they seem to.,haiie,ome influencillOn otitput. .-While the

.

0.
correlation for minprity staff members is in the same direction, it tuies not

4
reach the level of significance: PerhapS this is due:to the fact that there is

IMP

so little variance on this measure, since few papers in New England had hired

minority staffers at the time of the study.

As expected,the starting salary for inexperienced-employees is positively

related to performance, meaning that those papers with higN initial payment

scales have the The topsalary paid employees is 'not related ite

performance, howemerinor is the number of years required to reach that level.

Turnover, similarly, does not shew the predicted relationsfiip.

The educational level and amount of experience of reient employees, does re-
.

late to performance in he predicted direCtion; those papers hiring Ale with

experience and high levels of academic training end up producing better products.

The relationship is the strongest single one shown :i Tab4e 3, dwarfing other

variables which Might have been expected tot even more important in determining

press performance.

19
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While the existence of a union in the newsroom is not related o perforfance,

the participation of the staff in outside morkshops iS./Those papers which in-,

vest the time an4 resources in these workshops and seminars seem to be rewarded

for the expenditure. Similarlx, the cOntent surveys seem to aid ihe managempt

In decision making which is associated with high levels of performance: The bet-
.

ter paper'S are the ones-that have inested in'the.tonte t studies..

One of the most surprising insignificant torrelations-in Table 3 i that

for the news-editorial expenditure measure. The percent expendi- es devoted

to the.news and editorial opertpilni Sigli56antl operf rmance.

Those paper4. which set,_.;a41115/.': 4.; hole howev,er;. are the better ones,

, .104-'1; r
Tabl 3 indicates.

?,

The remain g five'AeolOures in Table 3 were offered as indicants.of finaticial

an0 management tesources available to the newspapers. The singie-newspaper opera-
.

. tions, a pr icted, pOlform less well. Despite the high value assigned to inde-

pendent owne ship in the news business, or at least in journalism education, Table

3 suggests, i is misplaced. Papers owned by larger corporations produce the bet-

ter papers: Mese good papers are not necessarily the most profitable, if the

publishers, estimates are to be believed. And the more concrete measure of ad-
.

vertising revenue is not significantly related to performance. Circulation

and txittence of a Sunday paftry however, are related to profitability. The

larger papers.were judged to be better as were those with a Sunday operation.

The correlation of circulatiorsitith performance raises an important issue_

regarding the analyses presented in Table 3. It is possible that many of the

44.,
variables which show a relationship to performance do so only because they also

A ,20
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show a strong relationship to circulation, which is related Ao performance. In

other words, it is possible that the simple explanation for most oft.ite findings

thai large circyltion newspapers are better ones. -

,

There indications, however, that is not the case. While most of

the staff variables are highly related to circulatiqp, particularlY the first

six'Measures shown in Table 3, other measures which do shoW a relationship to
A

perforMance in Table 3 are not highly related to 1jrculatio. 'Most notable

-
among this lafter groursis_th$ indicant of academic and experiential training

-?of recent employe even aftgr partialling out the relationship between circu-

lation and performance statistYcall;Nhis hiring policy variable is signifi-
.

cantlated to perfordance.

The second piece of evidence countering the argument that circulation is

the key determinant of performance is that not all of the measures which do show

a strong relationship to circulation are alsrelated to performance. The most

notable
- -

I.o#ption to this patter

S:

Okthe Advertising Revenues' measure, which is

highly related to circulation, a we would expect, but not related to performance.

It is at least possible, this fin4ng indicates, for some of the variables re-
,

lated to cirCulation not to predict to performance; so t ose variables which do
F'

predict May not be doing so enrely because of the relat onships they show to

circulation.

0

The problem, however, is a serious one which places severe 1imitatio4 on

the analyses which can be done with the New England Survey data. Because of

the problem of high relationships among the variables shown in Table 3, it is

2 1
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ere is only limited evidence.the community is a st\mulating or restricting

force in producing a good newspaper. Better educated and more diverse communities

'

do have ptter impers. But growthsize and retail sales are not related to per-
.

formance; nor is mily Wiile this may b rpreted by some as an
/

in-

dicant that .individuals can have little impact on hei4 Communication idstitutions,

c'
that may be incorrect. Ratherfithe data suggest at present they are not a strong

influence. For the publishers and own ET:$, this earls the old excuse that the 'ts

coMMunity i holding them back and preventink them from being an outstanding.
*

paper is not valid.

4
Theresare at least.two important pmitations to the data used here that

. .

, , r
,

, ,

should be kept in mind. The first is that they were not.gathered for the analy- ....

(ses to which they have" en subjected. Because of.that, he measures of press

used,ar riot the'best ones possible. i ect indidants,.obtained

combining the professional evaluator approa and the objective in4i.cants from

ntent analyses, would be much better than those-employed here. But the strength

of the data set in other regards and the lack of others for testing the expect%

tions presented here seem to argue for the seiondar5Panalyses done, despite the

limitations. The'tecond major limitation results from the fact-that the data

available were a athered ata single point in time. As a resultlft is not

possible to speak codvincingly in causal terms. Table 2 and 3 show a series of

relationships. But it is not at all/Clear.that they are causal ones, though

that is the interpretation we would like to place on them,

These limitations dictate.that the data presented here be treated with some

caution,*as a base from which other research can be generated. Panel designs with

more sophisticated measures of press performance are needed to advance thelllndings

from the analyses presented here.

2 2
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.

ftutless to carry out mOre.detailed.analyses via regres in an effort to

learn which of the variables shown is making the most signi icant individual

)kntribut

Zi

Thon to understanding press performance. e estimates%we would'obtain

from suc .an analysis would be too unstable to e oi-aily real value.
'16

..

,Nt
19.

Conclusions

,
.

Many of the findings here are those expected based on common sense. For
. --

.0111rexample, most of us have been assuming that hiring)aducated gtaffers led-to a
,

.
..-u- .

better product:. But the analyses here mre the .fsirst empirical test of many of
...,

. . .

Oose common sense notions. nd lome of them did not find support here.)
. .

The 4lest significant finding to evolve from the secondary analyses presented

here is that management decisions are related to newspaper,performance. The num-

ber and kind of editorial staffers hired, their training and experience, and the

salary given them all predict to press performance. In addition, those neWs-

papers which participate in professional seMina s and workshops as well as those

which invest in self-study are itter papers than those which dO pqt. Other

organizational iariables also were found to be important. The large papers',

Alk those with large news holes to fill, and those which are part of large media

corporations ambetter newspapers than those with small circulation, small

news holes, and which are individuafty owned.

But the findings seem to suggest revenue available is not a predictor of

performance, nor is profitability. In other words, it isn't how much money the

papers have to work with, but what they de4de to use the money for, that counts.

Wise investment leads to good editorial products.

2 3
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OverzAu.
Evaluation

News
ExistepEc

News
Evaluatio

'Editori 1
Falie

TABLE 1
a- \

Pearson Correlation Coeffic4ent, Betweenai
Dependent Variable Ifidices

(N=I00)

Over-AlI"
.
News News gditorial 'Ne Summ;d

ElialOation .Existence Evaluation. Page Pres tation. Index

. 72

. 71

.51

.70

.37 .43

News .

......"'
1

Preseffation .7.7.r- .46 .53__ _ _ ._ .

Summed
Index .95 ...76 .80

.43

.81

r:

Note: The summed index includes all of the other five*leasures; thQ overall evaluation
is given approximately double weighting.
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1

Cbmmunity
Measures

e 0

Community
140. Size (1973)

V.

Ir-
'TABLE 2

a

Pearson Correlation Coefficients.Between Community Measures

.And PresS krformance

4 -

Community- '

Growth (1970 to 1973)

Market
'Growth (1970 to 1912) :

Retail
Sales

Median
School Years

',Family(
#

Income

- Religious
Diversity

7"

Newspaper
Competition

4

Cbrrelation Significance
Cbeffidient (6ne-tailtd)V

d.

.01 n.s. 99

.01 n.s 99

.01 68

.12 n.s. Q' 99

/

.18 .05 100

10 n.s.

.21 .0S 97

.09 n.s. 100
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MO.

,

TABLE 3

4

earson CorrelatiOn -Coefficients Oetween OrggnizationaliMasures,

e. r, and Press Performance

Organizational
Measures

Number hill-Time
News-Edit Stiff

1IF

Number Part-Time
NeWs-Edit Staff

Number Total
Newp-Edit Staff i

Number Women On
News-Edit Staff

Number Nol-Women's Page
Women on News-Edit Staff

Number of Spanish/Blacks
On News-Edit Staff

Starting Salary
No Experience

Top
Salary

Years To
Top 'SalalfY

Staff
Turnover

Educatioh, Expe.ience)

:

Recent EmploYees

Staff
Unionized

Correlation
Coefficient

.25

.16
0

SignificanCe
{one-tailed),

it.

. 86

n.s. 85

n.s. 76

.28

. 15 n.s.

.27 ° .05

82-1

83

.13 n.s. 67 s'

-.07

. 11

2 6

n.s.

n.s.

.05

.10 n.s.

64

83

81

85;

I.



Organizational
Measures

Professional Organizational
Participation ofitaff

-%

Content Survey
In Last Five Y rs*

% Expenditures for
News-Edit

Average Size
News Hole .

Type of-
Ownership**

Publisher's Profitability
Estimate

Advertising
Revenues

EIAlt
Circulation

Sunday Edition
Published*

TABLE 3 (continued)

This measure is coded: 1=No; 2=Yes.

**This measdte is codew:
3=Large chain.

0

Correlation lignificance
Coefficient one-tailed)

.25 .05 82

.05 85

.09 n.s. 73

.19 .05 81

.13 n.s. 63

.24 .05 100

-.0
.05 100

1=Single newspaper corporation; 2=Small chain;

41P
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